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ABSTRACT 

This paper introduces a method for experimentally probing 
indoor wireless channels to compute MIMO transfer func- 
tion matrices, H. The data is gathered using rotating trans- 
mit and receive antennas to observe the multipath ray struc- 
ture of the channel. H can be computed for any arbitrary 
transmit and receive array sizes and geometries using the 
single probe data set. Estimating H is crucial for space- 
time coding communications algorithm performance analy- 
sis. Example results are presented. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

With the promise of dramatic capacity improvements, space 
time coding and related MIMO wireless communications 
systems have become important areas of research and de- 
velopment activity [ l] [2]. Such approaches depend on rich 
scattering environments and knowledge of the channel trans- 
fer matrix at the receiver, transmitter, or both. A crucial 
step in developing such systems is forming realistic channel 
models for use in statistical algorithm performance analy- 
sis. At the present time, very few experiments have been 
reported where MIMO channel characteristics have been 
measured in practical environments. The issues of deter- 
mining where space time coding will work, and finding op- 
timal array geometries for highest capacity gains have not 
been fully resolved. Answering these questions will require 
a wide range of MIMO channel probing measurements with 
a variety of array geometries and locations, including in- 
door, outdoor, fixed and mobile environments. 

Channel probing is expensive, time consuming, and im- 
practical for the large variety of array geometries that need 
to be evaluated for space-time coding applications. An ap- 
proach is needed which uses a common set of probing data 
from a single experiment to compute the MIMO channel 
matrix, H,for any arbitrary proposed array geometry with- 
out needing to take new field measurements. Current exper- 
iments by our own group and others ( [3], Lucent, AT&T 
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Laboratories, etc.) are being undertaken to physically mea- 
sure H for a specific transmitter - receiver array pair. How- 
ever, the proposed ray based approach described below is 
the only one we are aware of which can generate a measured 
H for an array whose geometry is specified after probing 
experiment data collection. 

1.1. Channel Ray Model 

We will assume propagation in the horizontal plane and flat 
fading. The channel model is based on Spencer’s [4], which 
is an extension of [5]. To the Spencer statistical model we 
add a ray departure angle, 8, and drop the time of arrival 
terms since we are dealing with narrowband flat fading com- 
munications. The channel is represented as a sum of dis- 
crete ray paths: 

K 

c($, e )  = ,dk e’*’ d($ - @ k ,  6 - @ k )  (1) 
k=l  

where @ k  and @ k  are the departure and arrival angles re- 
spectively for the k th  ray in the channel from transmit to 
receive array. As in [4], these are random variables with 
a mixture of uniform and Laplacian distributions based on 
a cluster model. ,& is Rayleigh distributed with a random 
mean drawn from a double exponential distribution, and $k 

is uniform (0,277). 
The MIMO narrowband transfer matrix, H, relates the 

complex transmit array excitation vector, a, to the observed 
receiver array element response vector, y, as y = Ha. Us- 
ing the individual ray parameters from the C($,  e) model, 
one can compute H for any given transmit and receive array 
configuration. 
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where ‘0’ indicates the element-wise Schur matrix product, 
‘ x ’ is the conventional matrix product, and ‘.’ is the inner 
product of 3-D vectors. 6 and 6 are the 3-D position vec- 
tors for the Z t h  elements of the transmit and receive arrays 
respectively. d,, ( e )  is the directional response of the Z t h  ele- 
ment, vr($) is the receive array steering vector for direction 
8 (i.: array response to a unit plane wave from direction e), 
and i and 3 are 2 and y unit vectors respectively. vt(+), &,, 
and dt($) are defined similarly. 

2. A BI-DIRECTIONAL CHANNEL PROBER 

2.1. Experiment Description 

Figure 1 is a photograph of the probing test bed used for 
indoor H estimation with arbitrary arrays. We refer to this 
system as the “bi-directional channel probe” because mea- 
surements are taken while rotating directional antennas at 
both the transmit and receive ends. The 22 cm square horn 
antenna on the right is used to transmit a 6.0 GHz CW tone. 
The 61 cm parabolic dish antenna on the left is used to re- 
ceive signals. Antenna 3 dB beamwidths are approximately 
10 and 3 degrees respectively. A computer on the receiver 
cart controls a Hewlett Packard microwave network ana- 
lyzer which generates the probe r.f. signal. This is then 
amplified and sent by a 200 foot coax cable to the remote 
transmit horn. Under computer control, the transmit horn is 
stepped through 36 discrete angles, 4m, at 10’ increments. 
For each I#Jm setting, the receiver dish is stepped through 
540 discrete angles, On, covering 360’. The. dish signal is 
amplified and fed back to the network analyzer input. The 
analyzer calculates a magnitude and phase response for the 
entire transmit - receive loop. Calibration responses for the 
amplifiers, cables, and feeds are removed from each mea- 
surement. By recording received amplitudes and phases for 
all combinations of transmit departure and receive arrival 
angles, individual rays can be identified as corresponding 
to amplitude peaks, albeit blurred by the antenna beam re- 
sponse patterns. 

Probing measurements may be modeled as 

where bt(q5) and b,(f l )  are the transmit and receive probing 
beam responses respectively and 71 is system noise. 4 = 0, 
8 = 0 correspond to the mainlobe peaks. The goal of this 
work is to use probing measurements, 

Fig. 1. Experimental channel probing apparatus. 

P(&, e,), to form H estimates for any desired arbitrary 
set of transmit - receive antenna arrays located in the same 
general positions as the probing antennas. Given array ele- 
ment locations (6 and 6) and directional responses (dt, (4) 
and d,, ( e ) ) ,  we wish to compute H for a variety of arrays 
given a single data set P( I#Jm , e , ) .  

We propose the following error metric to be used in eval- 
uating algorithms for accuracy in estimating H. 

( 5 )  

h = vec{H) 
hHh 

amin = - hHh ’ 
This metric is insensitive to bulk scale and phase so that it 
is invariant to probing instrument calibration errors which 
do not affect channel capacity calculations. It is however 
sensitive to element wise deviations, which represent sin- 
gle transmit - receive antenna pairs. The normalized error 
metric ranges over 0 5 E 5 1. 

2.2. A Deconvolution Approach to Channel Estimation 

The apparent difficulty with direct use of P in H estimation 
is that the individual ray paths are not isolated for use in 
equation (2). As can be seen in equation (4), P has the form 
of a 2-D convolution of scaled delta functions (correspond- 
ing to ray departure/arrival angle pairs) with a a blurring 
beam response function, h[m, n] = bt (4m)br(8n) .  What is 
required is a deconvolution method to recover an estimate of 
C($,O) through its parameters, P k ,  $k, @k, and @k. With 
these parameters, equation ( 2 )  can be directly evaluated to 
yield H. 
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Fig. 2. Simulated channel probing data. Peak SNR is 40 
dB, the channel had 12 rays consisting of 4 clusters of 3 
elements each. 

We propose using a modification of the CLEAN algo- 
rithm [6],  which is particularly well suited for deconvolv- 
ing blurred point source images like this discrete ray an- 
gle map. This method, also referred to as “iterative beam 
subtraction,” locates rays by finding the peak magnitude in 
P($,, On), fitting a scaled, shifted copy of h[m, n] to this 
peak, and subtracting it from P .  This removes (approxi- 
mately) the effect of one ray from P. The process is re- 
peated to locate each successive ray until the residual mag- 
nitude drops below the noise or modeling error threshold. 
The specific algorithm used is described below. 

Ray Deconvolution Algorithm: 
1 .  Initialize the residual matrix: k = 1, Ill($,, e,) = 

2. Find the peak: M ,  N = argmax,,, IRk(4m,dn)J. 
3. Form residual vector around neighborhood of peak: 

4. Find the least squares fit to the residual peak for a 
shifted, complex scaled, 2-D probing beam response: 

aopt, A,, Ae = a g  min I I P  - aP(6$, 6e)1l2, 

P(4m, en) .  

P = V 4 R k ( $ m ,  e,)>, Wm, n)  E W M ,  W )  . 

a , h + J e  

@(6@, 6 0 )  = vec{bt(#’m - 4M - 6$)(360) 
xbr(en - ON - 6e)(360) 

v (m, n) E N U M ,  N ) ) ,  

6. Remove the ray peak from residual: 

Rk+V4m,&) = Rk(4m,&) 
- aOptbt(ha - & k ) ( 3 6 0 ) b ~ ( ~ n  - b k ) ( 3 6 0 ) .  

7. If max,,, IRk(+*, d,)l > T, k = k + 1, go to 2. 

8. Calculate H using equation (2). Done. 

Subscript (360) indicates modulo 360 degree periodic angle 
addition, andN{ ( M ,  N ) }  is the set of 2-D samples, (m, n), 
in the neighborhood of ( M ,  N ) .  We typically use a neigh- 
borhood width sufficient to contain the main lobes of bt and 
br. 
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Fig. 3. a) True H matrix for simulated probing experiment. 
b) Estimated H. Transmit and receive arrays were 7 element 
ULAs with 5 cm element spacing. 

3. CHANNEL PROBING RESULTS 

3.1. Synthetic Data Experiments for Validation 

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed algo- 
rithm, synthetic realizations of channel model( 1) were gen- 
erated. Channel parameters were drawn from random dis- 
tributions consistent with indoor propagation in a reinforced 
concrete multistory building [4]. Synthetic probing mea- 
surements, P($m, d,) were then generated. H was com- 
puted from P, and compared with the true H which was 
computed directly from C(4, e ) .  Figure 2 shows one of the 
probe realizations. Note that some ray peaks are blurred 
together and cover a range of departure and arrival angles. 
Probing beam responses were for 20 cm dish antennas at 
each end, with approximately 10 degree beamwidths oper- 
ating at 6 GHz. 
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Figure 3 shows the true and estimated H magnitudes 
corresponding to P in Figure 2 for a 7 element ULAs with 
5 cm element spacing, Note the striking similarity. The 
computed estimation error was 6 = 0.048, which compares 
favorably with the error range of 0.7 < E < .95 found with 
other algorithms we evaluated. 

3.2. A Real-World Channel Probing Experiment 

Figure 4 shows probe data, P(qL,  &),CO llected by the ex- 
perimental platform of Figure 1. 

-150 -- ‘-,oo -5u 

Departure Angle -150 W a l  Angle 

Fig. 4. Actual channel probing data. Both transmitter and 
receiver were located in the same 20 by 40 ft. room. Note 
the line of sight path is the highest peak. 

Figure 5 shows H computed for two different array ge- 
ometries. Of note is the fact that the circular array matrix 
has 7 significant singular values, as compared with only 5 
for the line array. The circular array would therefore support 
higher capacity space time processing. This illustrates the 
importance of evaluating a variety of array configurations at 
each probing site. 

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

The validation experiments in Section 3.1 suggest the pro- 
posed algorithm produces reliable channel transfer matrix 
estimates. We are currently building a new test platform 
for a W h e r  verification experiment to directly measure H 
for specific arrays with up to 16 by 16 elements. These re- 
sults will be compared with the H estimated from probing 
platform described above. We may then draw more precise 
conclusions regarding accuracy of the present system for ar- 
bitrary arrays. 

a) Seven Element Line Anays 

i O M O 4  

b) Eight Element Circular Anays 

Transmit Elements Arrival Elements 

Fig. 5. Channel matrix estimates from real data. a) 7 ele- 
ment line arrays, 5 cm spacing. b) 8 element circular array, 
20 cm diameter. 
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